


Objective of the lesson
Use Blockly to add Scrolling Messages

• All of you will:

– Add a scrolling message on the LEDs

• Most of you will:

– Loop the messages

• Some of you will:

– Clear the screen and add pauses between messages 
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Go to www.codebug.org.uk

Click on CREATE and then on the Blockly Tab

You will see a simulation of the Codebug. The Triangular Play button can be used 
to run your program and view what will happen once you download to your Codebug

http://www.codebug.org.uk/


You will see a ‘start’ block. Leave this as it is.

Display a scrolling message
Firstly we will create a scrolling message using the 25 LEDS on the Codebug. 
This is called a Sprite
Add a draw sprite block. Leave the xy as 0,0
(This means that the message will fit to the bottom left corner of the Codebug)



Add a get string sprite. 
Change the message to one of your own. 
Run the program by pressing the Play button
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Downloading to the Codebug
Click the Download button

The program will download into your ‘Downloads’ folder
Open the Downloads folder

Click on the downloaded file and copy it
Hold down the A button (Left hand button) on the Codebug as you plug in the  USB
The Codebug will be recognised. Paste the file onto the Codebug
Click the B button (Right hand button) on the Codebug to run the program



Challenge

1. Experiment with the string direction
2. Experiment with the delay
3. Experiment with the scroll direction
4. Add a second message underneath



Add a repeat loop

Run the program

Experiment with changing the number of times the message repeats



We will now add the condition which is an If statement

Add an ‘if button A is pressed’ do ….

Add the scrolling program to the if do loop 

The program will now run forever but only if the button A is pressed



Challenge

1. Make it so that the same message plays if the B button is pressed
2. Make it so that a different message plays when the B button is pressed


